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THE PHOENICIAN NAME KPR: 'YOUNG LION 
OR "HE FORGIVES'? A REJOINDER 

SCOTT C. LAYTON 
Houston, TX 77043 

In a recent note, T. K. Sanders proposes that the Phoenician 
personal name k p ;  attested on two Phoenician seals, may best be 
analyzed as a Dstem verbal hypocoristicon /kippir/, meaning "He 
forgives."' Until now, scholars have concurred in interpreting the 
Phoenician kpr as "young lion.lQ Sanders' study provides an 
opportunity to review the methodology employed for determining 
the meaning of personal names in general and to reconsider the 
meaning of Phoenician kpr in particular. 

The basic difficulty in the interpretation of personal and 
geographical names is that, as proper nouns, these are linguistic 
isolates whose meaning cannot be divined from their surrounding 
contexts? With personal names, this difficulty is palliated to the 
extent that often the most common and transparent lexical items 
are used in their construction. For example, among the Northwest 
Semitic languages, a personal name such as *ntn'l can only be 
interpreted as "God/El has given." Theophoric personal names, no 
doubt constituting the largest class, generally expressed sentiments, 
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wishes, or gratitudes that were intelligible to ancient man. The 
modern scholar's success at recovering these meanings depends on 
several methodological considerations, such as observation of 
grammatical structure, knowledge of the language in which the 
name is cast (or of relevant cognate languages), and careful 
comparison of Northwest Semitic names with one another. 

From the perspective of structure, Phoenician kpr may be 
either a one-word name, or perhaps a shortened4 name, in which 
the deity name is unexpressed. To restate the question in these 
terms, is Phoenician kpr a profane ("nontheophoric") name, 
meaning "young lion," or a shortened name, meaning "He (i.e., the 
deity) forgives"? From the perspective of structure, either meaning 
is possible. The recognition that the personal name kpr is 
Phoenician is relevant but not decisive for determining the exact 
meaning of the name and thus deciding between these two 
interpretations. With the exception of the personal name kpr, 
neither the root *kpr, "to cover over," nor the homonym 'lion" are 
listed in the standard Phoenician lexica? The only alternative, 
therefore, is to turn to cognate languages in search of the meaning 
of this name. Sanders has compared Phoenician kp to the personal 
names kfrJl and smkfr, which occur in Taymanite in~criptions.~ This 
comparison is unacceptable for two reasons. First, the meaning of 
these names is too uncertain to serve as a basis for interpreting 
Phoenician kpr? The state of our knowledge of the North Arabian 
dialect(s?) spoken in ancient Teman is at best primitive. To be sure, 
the North and South Arabian languages and onomastica are 
important fields of study, and significant progress has been made 
and will continue as trained specialists devote their attention to 
these inscriptional remains. In the meantime, however, casual 

'I prefer this term to Sanders' hypocoristicon, but the argument remains 
unaffected by this preference. 
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comparisons between Northwest Semitic personal names and 
poorly understood Arabian personal names should be avoided. 

Second, the comparison of Phoenician kpr with personal names 
found in Taymanite inscriptions is methodologically flawed. Lexical 
(or in this case, onomastic) comparisons should always proceed 
from the nearest to the more distantly related languages, and only 
to the latter when comparisons with the former have been 
exhausted without conclusive results? In the development of 
Ugaritic studies, the heavy reliance upon Arabic to explain the 
Ugaritic lexicon has long since been abandoned and replaced by 
more careful lexical comparisons between Ugaritic and other 
ancient Northwest Semitic languages. Likewise, the proposal to rely 
solely on South Arabian personal names to interpret Amorite 
namesignoring the vast differences in space and time between 
these two onomastica-has been critically evaluated and found 
wanting? 

The closest and best known cognate language to Phoenician, 
which could serve as a point of comparison, is Hebrew. Though a 
biblical or epigraphic1' Hebrew personal name formed with a root 
*kpr is not attested, biblical Hebrew does possess a common noun 
kepir, "young lion," as well as a root *kpr I, "to cover over." At first 
glance, it may seem that another stalemate has been reached, but 
additional considerations tip the balance of evidence in favor of 
comparing Phoenician kpr with biblical Hebrew kepir. To interpret 
Phoenician kpr as meaning "young lion" is to place this name in an 
already well-established category of one-word names-animal 
names. Examples of animal names functioning as personal names 
are found in many ancient cultures," Phoenician being no 
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e~ception.'~ Interpreted in this manner, the Phoenician kpr, ''young 
lion," finds a semantic cognate in the Hebrew personal name ZayiS, 
"lion," the patronym of Palti ('el) (1 Sam 25:44; 2 Sam 3:15)?3 
Among animal names, "lion" names are fairly common in the 
ancient Near East!* On the other hand, the derivation of 
Phoenician kpr from the root meaning "to cover over" finds no 
certain parallel in Semitic onoma~tica.'~ Though "the concept of 
atonement is not unimaginable as an element in Semitic personal 
namesid6 imagination is not a reliable criterion for determining 
the meaning of a personal name. The concept of a deity atoning is 
not at issue here; what is at issue is whether this particular concept 
finds expression in personal names. What is needed are actual 
names that are lexically or semantically parallel; these we do not 
have at present. Until unambiguous evidence establishes the use of 
the root *kpr, "to cover over," in personal names, it is preferable to 
classify the Phoenician personal name kpr as an animal name and 
to translate "young lion." 
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